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They say ChatGPT and
AI can’t be used for
EVERY task or role.

They’re wrong.



REPOSTME

Free Prompts for:
1. Equipment selection
2. Communication strategies
3. Incident tracking
4. Security check lists
5. Patrol optimization



REPOSTME

Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you feed
it as part of your prompting, the stronger it gets and
the more it helps you.

Remember to
Feed your AI

Tell it about your job and project every
time you prompt!



1. Having a ready-made list
of essential equipment
tailored to the specific shift
ensures that the security
guard is well-prepared and
doesn't have to spend time
figuring out what is needed.
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Prompt: "Provide a
checklist of essential
equipment needed for
a security guard
during [shift] at
[business]."



2. Effective communication is
crucial for the smooth
operation of security tasks.
This prompt provides
communication strategies
tailored to a specific
operation, reducing the need
for guards to develop
strategies on the fly.
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Prompt: "Suggest
effective
communication
strategies for security
guards during
[operation]."
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3. Having a ready-to-use
template for recording and
tracking incidents helps in
maintaining a clear and
organized record without
having to create a system
from scratch.
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Prompt: "Provide a
template for recording
and tracking incidents
during [shift]."



4. This prompt provides a
comprehensive list of
guidelines for conducting a
building security check,
ensuring that no critical
areas are overlooked.
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Prompt: "Provide
guidelines for
conducting a
thorough security
check of a building."



5. This prompt provides
strategies for optimizing
patrols during a specific
shift, helping security
guards to cover all
necessary areas without
wasting time.
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Prompt: "Suggest ways
to optimize patrols
during [shift] at
[business]."



REPOSTME

Without your
reposts and
comments, I
can’t afford
home security
systems.


